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Hot guns and hotter action, that's what you get and more in The Complete Guide to 3-Gun

Competition, by the master of the craft himself, 3-Gun Nation's own Chad Adams. This explosive,

high-octane sport is setting the world of shooting sports on fire. Now, with The Complete Guide to

3-Gun Competition, novices and experts alike have an in-depth, behind-the-scenes look at the

match design kings, the wildly wonderful guns and gear, and the hot-shot accuracy superstars that

are thrilling crowds everywhere. Inside you'll find: The fascinating history behind the sport, from its

not-so-humble beginnings with the controversial Soldier of Fortune organization to the bright lights

and big money payouts of today's championship shoot in Las Vegas and the rockin' TV show that

are introducing an entirely new crowd of X-tremers to the sport. Gun and gear highlights that cover

the minimalists to the custom works and novel inventions bringing new meaning to the term "speed

shooting." Highlights from the first two years of the sport in front of the camera, the thrilling coverage

that is 3-Gun Nation, rocking TV consoles everywhere on the NBC Sports Network. And more!

Maybe you've dabbled in IPSC, IDPA, and the other sports that came before 3-Gun. Or maybe

you've never even heard of "speed shooting" but wondered if there was more to you and your guns

than punching holes in paper. Either way, The Complete Guide to 3-Gun Competition will have you

hooked. Game on!
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Chad Adams has been engaged as a professional journalist covering the firearm industry since



1998. In his role as Vice President of the National 3-Gun Association, he has appeared on radio

programs promoting 3-gun. He is the co-host of 3-Gun Nation TV, is a Life member of the NRA, and

regularly attends SHOT Show, NRA Annual Meetings and NASGW. Chad is a Marine Corps

veteran.

I enjoyed the history and the information about 3-gun competition. However, I don't really know

much about it. I personally learned a lot,but someone who already does the sport might find it a bit

elementary and be a bit dissapointed.It is a great read for someone interested in getting into the

sport, but if you are already doing it, this book wont elevate your game. It might be good for

3-gunners entertainment and a history lesson though.

I bought this book because my son and I are starting doing three gun after doing some action pistol.I

EXPECTED, base on the name of this book, that it was a guide.It is not.It reads more like a bunch

of magazine articles put together describing stuff and then being called chapters. Actually, it is not

bad journalism. But it is a horrible guide.I did not buy it for dramatic anecdotes about the history of

multi-gun and the matches.I did not buy it for first hand reporting from the outcomes of matches.I did

not buy it for cursory descriptions of popular equipment like in a short magazine.Basically, I think a

journalist with a lot of gun competition experience threw together some stuff, put in some pictures,

added the rules from some associations at the end, and called it a day.If you are looking for a

synopsis of the history of three gun and the last few big matches, get this book.If you actually want a

GUIDE to it, do yourself a favor and find another book.I usually will not pay so close to hard copy

price for a kindle edition, but I needed it in a day and thought it would be worth it.Learn from my

mistake and skip this if you are just starting out and want the meat and potatoes of how to pick a

class, what length barrel is best but not too long for some clubs, etc.

A good read, and a easy history of 3-gun. Though a little dated and in need of a new edition, it's

always a touchstone of my off season reading.

Good to learn basics

Very informative a great read. Unfortunately some of the picture descriptions didn't match correctly.

Overall a great book for anyone's shooting library.



Some interesting insight into guns, gear etc. Heavy on personalities and the tv series "3 gun nation.

It should have been titled "Complete guide to the seasons 1and 2 of 3 gun nation" rather than "The

complete guide to 3-Gun completion"

This book was for my husband and he enjoyed it as he enjoys most books about guns and shooting

handguns.

An outstanding book. Great pictures
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